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1. Overview 
1. Genband hosted its annual partner event in Los Angles in July 2017. 

2. The announced merger with Sonus has not yet completed, so it was mostly excluded from the 

event (quiet period). There were no Sonus presenters and Sonus was not visible at the event.  

3. The merger was announced last May. Although Genband is slightly larger than Sonus in terms 

of revenue and employees, Sonus is technically acquiring Genband. Sonus CEO Ray Dolan will 

head the combined company. Genband CEO David Walsh will head up the Kandy business.  

4. Genband is privately held predominately by JP Morgan. Sonus is a public company (SONS). The 

combined company will be public and listed on the Nasdaq exchange. The name of the 

combined company has not yet been announced. 

5. Genband has two sets of solutions: telecom infrastructure products and Kandy services – both 

aimed at service providers. The event focused primarily on Kandy based services.  

6. Kandy is a white label infrastructure as a service offer aimed at carriers, SPs, and ISVs. Kandy 

Wrappers are point solutions that package APIs (voice, video, screen sharing, etc.) with 

Javscript code that can be easily extended into a turnkey solution. Examples; visual attendant, 

live support (contact center web and messaging front-end),  

7. Perspectives17 included an exhibit-hall. Sponsors included IBM, Intel, and Polycom at the Gold 

level. Arrow, HPE, Kontron, and NextUSA at the Silver level. There were 34 additional sponsors 

including CenturyLink and Five9s.  

8. Many of Genband’s services were renamed last year. Kandy is now organized into three 

portfolios: Kandy Consumer Services, Kandy Business Services (the Nuvia brand survives in 

APAC), and Kandy CPaaS.  

2. Selected Announcements 
1. Genband added to its Voice over LTE (VoLTE) media processing portfolio to help mobile service 

providers optimize LTE Radio Access Network (RAN) capacity with Advanced Media Software 

(AMS) technology with the Enhanced Voice Services (EVS) codec. 

2. Genband added a Converged Intelligent Messaging (CIM) solution to its comprehensive 

Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) portfolio services such as voice-to-text and visual 

messaging. 

3. Converge Distribution Limited (CDL) has joined Genband’s Kandy Business Solutions reseller 

ecosystem, making advanced UC solutions including Cloud PBX, Mobility and Collaboration 

services more broadly available throughout New Zealand. 

4. In addition to Kandy’s wholesale and private cloud models, a new Kandy hybrid deployment 

option called Kandy Link was previewed at Perspectives.  Link runs in the SPs data center and it 

keeps media local for better QoS and security. APIs access microservices in the Kandy Cloud. 

Link is likely about six months out. It allows a provider to keep all media in its own data center.  

https://www.genband.com/solutions/service-providers/voice-over-lte-volte
https://www.genband.com/products/media-gateways/advanced-media-software
https://www.genband.com/products/media-gateways/advanced-media-software
https://www.genband.com/products/application-client-platforms/unified-messaging/converged-intelligent-messaging
https://www.genband.com/solutions/service-providers/network-functions-virtualization-nfv
https://converge-distribution.com/
https://www.kandy.io/kandy-for/enterprise-solutions
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5. Big customer wins and projects: Possibly (unconfirmed) phones at the Pentagon recently 

switched from Avaya to Genband Application Server. MTA (New York City Transit), New York 

Presbyterian Hospital, IPC financial services were listed as recent wins. 

6. The Los Angeles Public Library, 2nd largest public library system in the United States, selected 

Kandy Business Solutions Smart Office to enhance its communications and collaboration 

capabilities across its 72 branches.  

7. Red Hat has certified multiple Genband Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) solutions and its VNF 

Manager on Red Hat OpenStack Platform 10. 

8. Genband added a Converged Intelligent Messaging (CIM) solution to its Network Functions 

Virtualization (NFV) portfolio. It acts as a Virtual Network Function (VNF) with Genband’s VNF 

Manager.  

3. Kandy and Twilio 
1. Kandy is effectively bypassing the IPO as the combined Genband and Sonus company will be 

public. As a private company, many details of Kandy have been confidential. The new company 

will aggressively pivot to building a Kandy story.  

2. Kandy is conceptually similar to Twilio. The major differences include distribution and owned-

IP.  

3. Twilio sells direct and targets developers with an emerging enterprise focus. Kandy is sold 

through service providers and ISVs.  

4. Kandy leverages Genband’s portfolio of patents. Twilio’s IP is predominately related to 

implementation and best practices.  

5. Initially, like Twilio, Kandy was after the developer community. It has recently switched to a 

carrier, SP, and ISV model – to enable them to create their own Twilio. Genband does not 

compete directly with Twilio.  

6. Twilio is sometimes viewed as an alternative to carrier services whereas Kandy is viewed as 

complementary to carrier services. Genband positions Kandy as the path for carriers to stem 

losses to Twilio.  

7. Twilio has a significant first mover advantage and largely defined the CPaaS category. However, 

being compared to a company with a $2.7B market cap isn’t all bad.  

4. Dave’s Thoughts  
1. Genband is two companies in one -- and about to be three with Sonus. The traditional Genband 

offers appliances and licensed software for carrier infrastructure products such as SBCs and UC 

application server. NFV, VoLTE, and JITC security are driving sales. Kandy provides pay-as-you-

go wholesale messaging, UCaaS, and CPaaS services. Kandy offers its services to carriers and 

ISV’s so that they can create branded OTT, UCaaS, and CPaaS solutions.  

2. Previously Kandy was more Twilio-like, and it will take some time to shed that image. Today it is 

really a wholesale solution provider for messaging, UCaaS, and CPaaS. Kandy’s go-to-market 

has clarified as a carrier-first model. It is no longer attempting to compete directly with Twilio.  

https://www.kandy.io/solutions/business-solutions
https://www.genband.com/products/application-client-platforms/unified-communications-clients/smart-office-unified
https://www.genband.com/products/network-virtualization/virtual-network-functions
https://www.genband.com/solutions/service-providers/network-virtualization/vnf-manager
https://www.genband.com/solutions/service-providers/network-virtualization/vnf-manager
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3. It was unfortunate that the Genband event took place prior to the closure of its merger with 

Sonus. There’s a possibility that things will dramatically change after the merger completes. The 

combination is being structured as a merger of equals (each owns 50% of new company), but  

the CEO comes from Sonus, and will retain Sonus’ public listing on the stock market.  

4. The merger does appear to be reasonably complementary. Sonus is also carrier-first and the 

companies have mostly complementary footprints. 

5. Kandy Link will provide an interesting twist on the evolution of CPaaS. It gives Genband the 

unique ability to provide CPaaS services in a more secure way. It’s a hybrid offer that keeps 

data local in a private data center. CPaaS is usually not an option for organizations with high 

security, though having Kandy Link in a carrier’s data center may not solve that.  

6. The timing may be right. Carriers are not quick to embrace change, but OTT and CPaaS are 

eating into their revenue streams. For many carriers, Kandy will offer the fastest path to a 

competitive messaging and/or CPaaS service.  

7. The Kandy portfolio is missing workstream messaging. This is a significant gap that needs to be 

filled with partnership or custom development.  

8. Genband has some rebuilding to do regarding GTM. It has confused the market with direct to 

enterprise and developer targeted campaigns. The company is now primarily focused on 

indirect sales through carriers, SPs, and ISVs. Though it does maintain a VAR network of some 

60 VARs. This is going to get more complex as Sonus brings a 600 VAR network to the new 

company.  

9. Genband reported some major Federal wins for its UC application platform. It’s one of the few 

multi-tenant UC platforms with JITC certification. FedRAMP pertains to government cloud 

services, but JITC remains the standard for fed-secure premises-based solutions.   

10. Immmr illustrates Kandy consumer services. It is a new OTT messaging service that includes 

carrier-grade voice services when available. Like T-Mobile, Immr is a subsidiary of Deutsche 

Telekom. Genband believes there are many OTT-scorned carriers that need their own service.  

11. Genband’s largest competitor is BroadSoft. However, they also share many customers due to 

complementary portfolios.  Makes one wonder if a partnership has been attempted or could be 

created. For example, Broadsoft doesn’t have a JITC premises-based UC solution or a CPaaS 

offer, and Genband doesn’t have its own call center or team chat application. The compete 

squarely in enabling UCaaS, but Genband’s Application Server (similar to BroadWorks) is a 

relatively small business.  

12. Genband leveraged several open source initiatives to create a powerful Omniweb Container 

solution that enables Chrome apps to appear as native apps.  Genband uses this technology in 

its Smart Office client, and it is also making it available as a new UC Client that simultaneously 

supports SfB and SIP UC. This will enable hosted voice providers to play better in an O365 

environment. Additional clients, such as Cisco UC, are under development. The solution is 

designed for carrier customization. 

13. Immmr is conceptually similar to T-Mobile (US) Digits which delivers carrier-grade numbers to 

multiple devices. T-Mobile US co-developed Digits with Mavenir, but T-Mobile Europe uses 

Nokia and Alcatel equipment, so a different solution was required. 
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14. EVS (enhanced voice services) are being driven by both HD/wideband voice and NFV. Genband 

offers its EVS solutions to providers as a hardware appliance or NFV load. Genband appears 

well positioned for expected growth in this market.  

15. Although Kandy will be a division of the new Sonus-Genband combined company, it will likely 

be spun out as a subsidiary or IPO in the next few years. Kandy has significant potential on its 

own. Genband CEO David Walsh will lead the Kandy division after the merger.   

16. Kandy has three ISV partnerships with significant potential: IBM, SAP, and Five9. IBM, 

announced last year, has been slow though recently moved the Genband-powered components 

into its own Softlayer Cloud. Voice + IBM Connection Cloud S1 services are now an “internal” 

IBM offer which will likely accelerate sales. Reportedly, there’s several largescale pilots 

underway. SAP, also announced last year, seems to have little traction. Five9s is an interesting 

win-win partnership. Kandy offers Five9 as a contact center option, and Five9 offers Kandy 

Business Services as an optional UCaaS Offer.  

17. The Los Angeles Library implementation of Smart Office UCaaS includes an emergency 

broadcast notification capability. This is becoming an important feature, yet has limited 

availability from UCaaS providers. It allows the Los Angeles Public Library to inform employees 

of any crisis or urgent situation. 

18. The CPaaS space has a lot of potential, making Kandy is the jewel of the portoflio. However, 

there’s little evidence that the carriers and providers will embrace CPaaS as Genband hopes. 

Tropo had a similar strategy, but now appears enterprise focused within Cisco Spark.  The 

carriers and providers may be reluctant to bet too much on a third party, so there’s still a 

strong likelihood that Kandy gets acquired.  

19. The primary value/benefit of Tropo that’s being communicated is this carrier/provider/ISV-first 

channel. I am not hearing much about technical strengths – if anything Genband is 

communicating good enough. However, that might be exactly what gets carriers and providers 

excited.  


